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A deli&ion of a completely bounded multilinear operator from one C*-algebra 
into another is introduced. Each completely bounded multilinear operator from a 
(‘*-algebra into the algebra of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space is 
shown to be representable in terms of *-representations of the C*-algebra and 
interlacing operators. This result extends Wittstock’s Theorem that decomposes a 
completely bounded linear operator from a C*-algebra into an injective C*-algebra 
into completely positive linear operators. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc 

Stinespring’s Theorem gives a useful representation for a completely 
positive linear operator from a C*-algebra into the algebra BL(H) for con- 
tinuous linear operators on a Hilbert space H [12, 11. Using this represen- 
tation with Wittstock’s Theorem that decomposes a completely bounded 
linear operator as a finite linear combination of completely positive linear 
operators [14, lo], one obtains a representation of a completely bounded 
linear operator from a C*-algebra into BL(H). Our main result is a 
representation theorem for completely bounded multilinear operators from 
a C*-algebra into BL(H), which generalizes this representation of com- 
pletely bounded linear operators. Corollaries give multilinear 
generalizations of several results known for completely bounded linear 
operators. We shall briefly describe the type of representations to be 
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studied here and state the main theorem before giving the detailed 
definitions and further discussion. 

If 0, )...) 0, are *-representations of a C*-algebra .d on Hilbert spaces 
H , ,..., H, and if V, E BL(H,, , , Hi) for j = 0 ,..., k, where H, = H = H, + , , 
then 

@(a, ,..., a,)= Voel(al) V,b(ad V2”.Qk(ak) Vk 

is clearly an exceedingly nice k-linear operator from ,PZ’~ into BL(H). Such 
k-linear operators will be called representable and the infimum of I/ V,/j . 
I/ V, 1) ... II Vkll over all representations of @ will be taken as the represen- 
tation norm 11 @,I/ rep of @. Extending the definition of completely bounded 
in a suitable way from linear operators to k-linear operators 
(Definition 1.1) between C*-algebras leads to the representability of com- 

pletely bounded k-linear operators and the main result (Theorem 5.2) of 
this paper. 

Let d be a P-algebra, and let H be a Hilbert space. A k-linear operator 
@from dk into BL( H) is representable if and only if it is completely boun- 
ded; when @ is completely bounded Il@jIcb = II@// rep, and the representable 
norm is attained. 

From this representation theorem it follows that a completely bounded 
k-linear operator from dk into an injective C*-algebra g is a linear com- 
bination of completely bounded completely positive k-linear operators 
from dk into g. This generalizes to completely bounded multilinear 
operators Wittstock’s decomposition theorem that each completely boun- 
ded linear operator from a C*-algebra d into an injective P-algebra @ is 
a linear combination of completely positive linear operators (see [14, 
Satz 4.5; 10, Corollary 2.6; 71 for a detailed discussion of this). Because 
*-representations lift from a C*-algebra to its enveloping von Neumann 
algebra, completely bounded multilinear operators from a C*-algebra into 
BL(H) lift to the enveloping von Neumann algebra (Corollary 5.5). 

There are essentially three steps in our proof of the representation 
theorem (5.2). First, a reduction to the case of a symmetric completely 
bounded k-linear operator by a standard 2 x 2 matrix corner technique 
(proof of Theorem 5.2). Second, there is a Grothendieck-type domination 
of a completely bounded k-linear operator by a completely positive linear 
operator just on the outer two variables (Theorem 2.8). Third, there is the 
representation given such domination combined with an inductive reduc- 
tion argument on k that peels off the outer two variables of a completely 
bounded symmetric k-linear operator leaving a completely bounded sym- 
metric (k - 2)-linear operator (Lemma 3.1). 

The remainder of this Introduction will be devoted to detailed 
definitions, notation, motivation, and a discussion of the relationship with 
previous results. 
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If & is a C*-algebra, M,(d) denotes the C*-algebra of n x n matrices 
over ,r4, which will be naturally identified with &!@M,,(c). Elements of 
M,,(d) will often be written A = (au) or A, = (u,~) with aij, a,, E&. Recall 
that if d and 22 are C*-algebras and if cp: d + a is a linear operator, then 
q,,: M,(d) -M,,(B) is defined by ~,(a~)= (~(a~)). The linear operator 
cp: d + g is called completely bounded if li(pllcb = sup{ II~J : n E N } is finite, 
and II . II cb is the completely bounded norm. If (Pi 2 0 for all n, then cp is 
completely positive. Intuitively the completely bounded (positive) linear 
operators look like generalizations of continuous (positive) linear 
functionals. This analogy is reasonable when the image algebra is BL(H) or 
an injectioe C*-algebra (see [ 14, 10, 71). For our purposes the most con- 
venient definition of an injectiue C*-algebra 2? is that for each C*-algebra 
& containing S? there is a completely positive projection from d onto g 
(see [ll, p. 3931). 

Multilinear definitions of completely bounded and completely positive 
will now be introduced. The definitions and theorems are given only in the 
case where all the domain algebras are the same. This is the most 
interesting situation, the definitions may be trivially modified to cover the 
general case, and the general case theorems follow from the particular ones 
by the following well known technique. If &, ,..., &, 9J are C*-algebras, 
and if @ is a k-linear operator from &I x d2 x ... x SZ& into a’, let d = 
d, @ .d2 @ . . . 0~2~ with rcj the projection from d onto 4. annihilating 4. 
(i#j) and let @P=@o(~i@ ... 0 rrk). Then Y is a k-linear operator from 
S& into g that is essentially @. 

1.1. Definitions 

Let & and 8 be C*-algebras, and let @ be a k-linear operator from dk 
into g. The k-linear operator Gn from M”(s!)~ into M,(a) is defined by 

for all A,= (u~~)EM,,(JxZ) (1 </<k) and all no N. The k-linear operator 
@ is said to be completely bounded with completely bounded norm Il@llcb if 

is finite. Note that the definition of @, is intimately related to the definition 
of matrix multiplication. This observation is intuitively and technically 
crucial in motivating the definition and explaining why the results follow. A 
completely bounded k-linear operator @ from dk into g lifts naturally to a 
bounded k-linear operator Qoo from (& 0, %)k into SJ 0, %?, where % is 
the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a separable infinite dimensional 
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Hilbert space and 0, is the (unique for V?) C*-tensor product. Further 
II@=> (1 = II @)I cb. Note that if a, ,..., ak E d and T, ,..., Tk E E, then 

@m(a, 8 T, ,..., ok @ T,) = @(a, ,..., ak) @ (T, . Tk). 

Since U;” M,(C) is dense in 59, where M,(C) is regarded as a subalgebra of 
%? by embedding it in the n x n top left corner of the matrix representation 
of ‘G9 acting on e,(N), it is enough to show that the equality holds for all 
T I ,..., Tk E M,(C). This follows directly from the definition of @,, and the 
observation that 

The form for @, again emphasises the product nature of the definition of 
@,- 

The k-linear operator @* from dk into W is defined by 

@*(a ,,..., ak) = @(a; ,..., a;, a:)* 

for all a, ,..., ak E d. The k-linear operator @ is said to be symmetric (when 
k = 1; selfadjoint [7] or real [IO]) if @ = @*. If @ is symmetric, then @ is 
completely symmetric in that @,* = @, for all n (Lemma 2.1). The technical 
proofs in Sections 2, 3, 4 are all given for completely bounded symmetric 
k-linear operators, and the general result is deduced from these by a sym- 
metrization argument in Section 5. Writing @ = (0 + @*)/2 + i( @ - @*)/2i 
gives @ as a symmetric plus i times a symmetric operator. However, this 
decomposition does not preserve norms so we use a 2 x 2 matrix technique 
in 5.2. 

When studying Hermitian forms F on a Hilbert space H a symmetric 
norm IIFII, = sup{ IQ x, x)1: XE H, llxll < 1 > occurs as well as the standard 
norm 

IlFll = sup{ 1%~ ~11: x, YE H, llxll < 1, llyll d 1). 

The two norms eventually turn out to be equal. A similar situation holds 
for completely bounded symmetric k-linear operators in that there is a 
symmetric completely bounded norm II .[I scb useful in calculations but even- 
tually equal to 11. llcb (Corollary 4.2). When considering symmetric k-linear 
operators there is a slight difference between the odd and even cases caused 
by the central variable in the odd case occuring only as a linear term 
whereas the other variables occur as quadratic terms in the definition of the 
symmetric norm. Throughout this paper we shall let m = [(k + 1)/2] be the 
greatest integer less than or equal to (k + 1)/2. 
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If A = (A , ,..., Ak) E Mn(d)k, let A* = (AZ ,..., A:). Let 

II@,IIs = SUP{ II@,(A k ,-., Ak)ll: AjE M”(d) with 

llA,ll d 1 for 1 <j< k and 

A = (A, ,..., A/J = A*} 

for all n. Then the symmetric complelely bounded norm Ij . II scb is defined by 

Clearly Il@llscb G Il@llcb. For symmetric completely bounded k-linear 
operators equality holds (Corollary 4.2). 

Subsequently we shall be concerned with decomposing a completely 
bounded symmetric k-linear operator as a difference of completely bounded 
completely positive k-linear operators in a similar way to the Wittstock 
decomposition of a selfadjoint completely bounded linear operator [14, 
Satz 4.53. A k-linear operator @ from JX?’ into g is said to be completely 
positiue if 

@,(A, ,..., A&) > 0 

for all (A, ,..., A&) = (At ,..., A:)E M,,(d)& with A,>0 if k is odd, where 
m= [(k+ 1)/2], and all no N. 

Each completely positive linear operator cp is completely bounded with 
ll~li cb = llqll. This fails in the case of completely positive bilinear operators 
(or even forms) as examples exist of such operators which are not com- 
pletely bounded. Here is the general method. 

If K is a Hilbert space, if $ is a symmetric map ($(x*) = e(x)* for all X) 
from & into BL(K), if VE BL(H, K), and if W= W* E BL(K) with Wa 0, 
let Y(u, 6)= V*$(a) W$(b) V f or all a, b E &‘. Then !P is a completely 
positive bilinear operator from d2 into BL(H) as may be easily seen by 
adapting the proof of Lemma 5.1. By a suitable choice of + this Y cannot 
be representable so is not completely bounded (Theorem 5.2). Similar 
observations hold for completely positive k-linear operators (k > 2). Using 
one of the classes of continuous bilinear forms other than RL of 
Remark 5.3(b) of [9] (see also [4]) shows that there are examples of com- 
pletely positive bilinear forms on suitably noncommutative C*-algebras 
that are not completely bounded. 

We now introduce the representability of completely bounded k-linear 
operators and the representable norm. Let & be a C*-algebra and let H be 
a Hilbert space. If 0 ,,..., 8, are *-representations of & on Hilbert spaces 
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H, ,..., H,, and if V’;E BL(H, + , , H,) for j = 0 ,..., k where H, = H, + , = H, 
then define a k-linear operator @ from ,dk into BL(H) by 

@(~,,.-,~k)= v,e,(u,) V,H,(U>) V,.“B,(U,) v, 

for all a , ,..., uk E .T&‘. The representable norm 11. Ilrep of a representable 
k-linear operator @ is defined by 

ll~II,,,=~~f~II~~II~ll~,II~ ... -IIvkII: 
d, has a representation in terms of 

v,, v, ,..., Vk > 0, >..‘, 0,). 

The matrix multiplication nature of the definition of @, ensures that 

@,(A, ,..., 4) = Vo.ne,.,(A I) VI,, . e/AA,) v/w 

where V,,, = V, @I, is the n-fold amplification of V/ and 6,,,(,4,) = 
((!),(a,,,)) for all A, = (apli)e M,,(,PP) (see Lemma 5.1). Thus @,! is also 
representable and jl @,I/ rep = II@ 11 rep, because /I V,,II = I] VJ. Since Ij@J < 
Il@“II rep, it follows that each representable operator @ is completely 
bounded and that ll@llCb6 Jl@llrcp. The main result (Theorem 5.2) of this 
paper is that each completely bounded k-linear operator @ from dk into 
BL( H) is representable, that II@llCb = I(@11 rep, and that the infimum in 
the definition of ()@I[ rep is attained. We have been influenced in interpreting 
our results by Haagerup’s discussion of decomposability for completely 
bounded selfadjoint operators [7, Sect. 11, 

There is a definition of a symmetric representable norm for a suitable 
class of symmetric representable completely bounded k-linear operators. 
Once again there is a slight difference between the even and odd class; 
these are written out separately. 

kodd. If 0 ,,..., 0,,-,, +i,$* are *-representations of d on Hilbert 
spaces H, ,..., HmAl, K,,K2, if V,eBL(H,, Hi+,) for j=O ,..., m-2 where 
H,=H, and if W,EBL(H,,-,, K,) and W,EBL(H,+~, K,), then let 

for all a,,..., ak E d. Then @ is a completely bounded symmetric k-linear 
operator from Z# into BL( H). The symmetric representable norm 1). )jsrcP of 
a symmetrically representable k-linear operator of this type is defined by 
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Il@llsrep = inf{ 11 V,ll’ . . . . . IIL2112~ IIw:w, + W,*W*II: 

CD has a symmetric representation 

in terms of V0 ,..., V,- 2, W,, W,, 

e I ,..., em-,, $1, $2). 

k even. If ~9 ,,..., 8, are *-representations of SX! on Hilbert spaces 
H H,,,, , ,...1 if vj~BL(H,, H,,,) for j=O, l,..., m- 1, and if I’,,,= VIE 
BL( H,), let 

@(a, ,..., Qk) 

for all a,,..., uk E d. Then @ is a completely bounded symmetric k-linear 
operator from dk into BL(H). The symmetric representable norm 11. II srep of 
a symmetrically representable k-linear operator of this type is defined by 

II @II srep =inf{/IV,112. ... . IIV,-,I12~ IIVJ: 

@ has a symmetric representation in 

terms of V, ,..., V,, 8, ,..., 8, ). 

For a symmetrically representable operator the definitions yield directly 

Il@llscb~ II@Il.lYe II@IIrepQ Il@llsrep 

except for a minor little twist in the case k odd for the inequality )I @II rep < 
Il@llsrep. The other two inequalities have already been discussed. When 
relating the representable and symmetrically representable norms for k odd 
the central variable 

{ w+Y,(%) w, - cv2(%) W2) 

in the representation of @ has to be written I’*$(u,) W. Take K = K, @ K2 
the direct sum of Hilbert spaces, $ = +i @tj2 the *-representation of d on 
K, W= W,@ W,EBL(H,,_~, K), and V= W,@(- W,)EBL(H,+,, K). 
The minus sign introduced in V is what makes this representation give @ 
when the other V0 ,..., I’,,- i, 8, ,..., 0,,- i are introduced in the correct way. 
Now 

II WI 2 = II VII 2 = II w* WII = II w: w, + w w2 II 

so that Il@IlrepG Il@llsrep as required. Theorem 4.1 shows that each sym- 
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metric completely bounded k-linear operator from .d” into BL(H) is sym- 
metrically representable, that 

Il@llsctI= ll@llcb= lI@IIr,,= Il@l/Srep> 

and that the infimum in the definition of II@jl,,,P is attained. 
The representable and symmetric representable norms may both be 

shown to be norms by taking suitable direct sums of the Hilbert spaces, 
representations, and operators involved. The methods are standard and are 
omitted because the equalities 11. llcb = 11. I1 rep and ll.l[ scb = Il.lI srep ensure that 
II . II rep and II II srep are norms. 

Sections 2, 3, and 4 are all concerned with symmetric k-linear operators. 
Section 2 contains the definition of a matricial sublinear functional from 
Wittstock’s paper [14] and the lemmas required to apply his matricial 
Hahn-Banach Theorem to obtain Theorem 2.8. In the case k = 2, 
Theorem 2.8 is reminiscent of Grothendieck’s inequality in that here a com- 
pletely bounded symmetric bilinear operator is dominated by a completely 
positive linear operator. However Theorem 2.8 is not a generalization of 
Grothendieck’s inequality, which essentially is that a continuous bilinear 
form on a commutative C*-algebra is completely bounded (see 
Corollary 5.6). Section 3 contains a result for representing a completely 
bounded symmetric k-linear operator that is suitably dominated by a com- 
pletely positive linear operator in terms of a completely bounded sym- 
metric (k - 2)-linear operator. When k = 2 this is an operator theoretic ver- 
sion of representation theorems for continuous bilinear operators on C*- 
algebras (see [9] and [4]). This result (3.1) uses the Stinespring construc- 
tion in the proof in an analogous way to that in which the Gelfand- 
Naimark-Segal construction is used in the proof of [9, Remark 5.3(a)] (see 
also [4]). The technical tools of Sections 2 and 3 are used in Section 4 to 
prove the representation theorem (4.1) for a completely bounded sym- 
metric k-linear operator from .dk into BL(H). 

Theorem 5.2 is the main result of this paper and it is deduced from the 
symmetric version Theorem 4.1. The decomposition and representability of 
completely bounded k-linear operators in terms of completely bounded 
(k - 2)-linear operators are also discussed in Section 5. A bilinear form @ 
on a C*-algebra ~4 is completely bounded if and only if Q, is continuous in 
the norm 11. I( h of Effros and Kishimoto [4, Theorem 2.11 and then II @II ,, = 
/I@(1 cb by Theorem 5.2. Finally in Corollary 5.6 there is a characterization of 
Grothendieck’s constant in terms of the completely bounded norm of 
bilinear forms on commutative C*-algebras. 
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2. DOMINATION OF COMPLETELY BOUNDED 

SYMMETRIC MULTILINEAR OPERATORS 

The main result (Theorem 2.8) of this section may be viewed as a type of 
Grothendieck inequality in that a suitable completely bounded multilinear 
operator is dominated by a completely positive operator. Here the com- 
pletely bounded multilinear operator would correspond to the continuous 
bilinear form on the commutative C*-algebra, and the completely positive 
operator would correspond to the state that is given by Grothendiecks’s 
theorem. However, as is pointed out in the Introduction this result is not a 
generalization of Grothendiecks’s inequality and the parallel must not be 
carried too far. Theorem 2.8 depends on Wittstock’s matricial Hahn- 
Banach Theorem [ 14, Kor. 2.2.41; this result is the crucial tool in our proof 
together with his splitting of a completely bounded symmetric linear 
operator into a difference of completely positive linear operators. Before 
embarking on the proof we shall prove a couple of elementary little 
technical lemmas and recall some notation from Wittstock’s papers 
[ 14, 151. Throughout this section @ will be a completely bounded k-linear 
operator from .tik into 3, where d and L%? are C*-algebras with 6~8 injec- 
tive (k 3 2). Recall that @* is defined by 

@*(a, )...) Uk) = @(ok* ,...) LIT)* 

for all ff r ,..., ffk E -01. 

2.1. LEMMA. (i) For all rz~N(, 

(@*I,, = (@A*. 

(ii) If @ is symmetric, that is @ = @*, then @ is completely symmetric 
in that @,T = CD,, for all n. 

(iii) II@*lIcb= Il@/lcb. 
Proof Parts (ii) and (iii) follow directly from (i); in the case of (iii) 

using the result that the involution is an isometry on a C*-algebra. 
Part (i) is an elementary direct calculation. Let A, ,..., A, E M,,(d). Then 

the (i, i)th component is 

(@,,)*(A I,..., Ak),, = t@,,(A:,...t A :)*)ii 

= @n(Ak*,..., A :I,? 

= 1 @P(a,*,, ak*- I,,r,..., aFrr)* 
i-,S ,...,I 

which completes the proof. 

= (@*),,(A I )...y A/c),, 
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The next little lemma is well known; it is needed in the proof of 
Lemma 2.6. 

2.2. LEMMA. Let a, h he in (I C*-ulgehru %. [f’ u*u= h*h, then there 
e.uists a sequence (z,,) in % such that IIz,,// = 1 for ull n, and 

lim /12,,0 ~ hll = 0. 

Proof: Let h*=a*a=h*h with h>O, and let z,, =b(h2 + I/n) ’ n* for 
all n. Either by representing V as an algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space and operator theoretic calculations, or direct exploitation of 
1) W* WI1 = II WII* gives the result. 

To simplify the calculations and notation in the main lemmas we 
introduce some notation unifying the liftings @,,. 

2.3. DEFINITION. Let F(,d) denote the algebra of all infinite matrices 
with entries from d indexed by N x IV for which only a finite number of 
entries are nonzero. Thus F(,d) is the algebraic tensor of ,d and the 
algebra of finite rank continuous linear operators on an infinite dimen- 
sional separable Hilbert space H. We shall regard IF(d) as a dense sub- 
algebra of the C*-tensor product d 0, CL(H) of d and CL(H), the 
algebra of compact operators on H. Let Q1 be the k-linear operator from 
F(.O1)k into F(B) defined by 

% (‘4 I ‘..., A,), = c @(U,jr, ~,,,Y., %f) 
T,S ,...,I 

for all i,jE N, A ,,..., A, E F(d). 

Note that the sum defining @5c is finite because each A, has finite sup- 
port. 

2.4. LEMMA. if A 1,..., A, are in IF(d) and y is in F(c), then 

@,(A 1 ,..., Ak) Y = @,(A, ,..., A,-, , A,Y), 

@,(A 1 >...1 Ak) = @rn(~A,, Az,..., A/c). 

Proof: The (i, j)th component is 

(@~0(~1,..., Ak)Y)ij= C @talk, a2r3,..., akru)Yuj 
r,s ._..) f,U 

as required. 

= ,,C , @ (a,,,, a2,.,,..., F akt.).,) 

3. / 

= Dm(A ,,..., A,-,, A,Y)~ 
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The following definition is [ 14, 2.1.21 and is used in applying Wittstock’s 
matricial Hahn-Banach Theorem [ 14, 2.2.41. 

2.5. DEFINITION. (i) If H and K are nonempty subsets of the selfad- 
joint part JZ$, of a C*-algebra d, then write H< K if and only if for each 
uEK there is a bEH such that b<a. 

(ii) A sequence (0,) of set valued mappings of M,JJ@‘)~ into II~,(B’)~ 
is said to be matricial sublinear if 

(a) 0,(X) # 0 for all n E N and XE Mn(&)h, 

(b) 0,(X,+X,)<Q,(X,)+0,(X,) for all nEN and X,,X,E 
M,(d),, 

(c) 0 i 0,(O) for all n E N, and 

Cd) ~,(y*Xy)<y*B,(X) y for all m, nE N, YEM,,,(@), and 
‘YE M,(d),. 

The following lemma contains the definition of the matricial sublinear 
functional used in the proof of Theorem 2.8; it also contains the proof that 
the (0,) defined are matricial sublinear. 

2.6. LEMMA. Let d and 39 be P-algebras with @ injective, and let @ be 
a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from dk into 93 with 
lI@IJscb= 1. For each A in Mn(&)h, let 

f(A)= {(X, Y, y;B):B=(B, ,..., B,-,) 

= (B;p 1 ,..., B$) = B*; X, Y, B, ,..., B,p, E [F(d) 

with 11 XII d 1 and /I B,ll < 1 

for26j<k-l;yE[F(c); 

and let 

y*(x*x- Y*Y)y=A}, 

Then (0,) is matricial sublinear. 

Before giving the proof of this lemma perhaps some remarks will help to 
clarify these messy definitions. The factors y E IF(@) in the definitions are 
required to ensure that property (d) of Definition 2.5 holds. The element B 
will eventually provide the completely bounded (k-2)-linear operator of 
Section 3. The X and Y are to be thought of as the square roots of the 
positive and negative parts of A. Though the X does not appear directly in 
the definition of 0,(A) it controls the size of Y. With Lemma 2.2, the con- 
dition I/XII d 1 plays a vital role in checking Definition 2S(ii)(c). 
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Proof of Lemma 2.6. Note that f(A) # @ for each A E M,,(d),,, 
because 

(a ‘A’$ x ‘A”‘, a2Z,,; B)E f(A) 

for cx > I/ A 11 ‘I’, where A = A + -A with A + the positive part of A and A. 
the negative part, and B=B* with /JBI\ d 1. 

Let A, B~kf,,(d),, and let (X, Y, cc; C)E T(A) and (U, I/, b; D)E T(B). 
We now proceed as in [ 15, p. 242, Proof of Theorem 3.11 by defining 

and 

for 2 < j d k - 1. The diagonal nature of the definition of S, T, E = E*, and 
the “block column” definition of y shows that (S, T, y; E) E T(A + B) and 

y*y - y*Qp,( T*, E, T) y = cr*a - a*Qi,( Y*, C, Y) a 

+ P*b- B*@,( V*, D, VI P. 

This shows that the subadditivity condition (b) of Definition 2.5 holds. 
Now let (A’, Y, ol; B) be in r(O); then a*X*Xa = a* Y* Ya. By Lemma 2.2 

there is a sequence (Z,) in IF(&), regarded as a subalgebra of a C*-algebra 
such that ilZ,jj G 1 and llZ,Xa - Yall + 0. Lemma 2.4 now gives 

a*@,( Y*, B, Y) a = Qa;(a* Y*, B, Ya) 

= lim @,(a*X*Z,+, B, Z,Xa) 
I 

= lim a*@,(X*ZT, B, ZjX) a 
i 

<a*a 

because lIZ,X(I < 1, (IBI( d 1, and /I@Jlscb < I. Hence O< 0,(O). 
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Let YE Mnxk(@), A E M,(d),, and (X, Y, a; B) E Z(A); then 

y*(a*(X*X- Y* Y) a) y = y*Ay 

so that (X, Y, ay; B) E Z(y*Ay). Further 

y*(a*a - a*am( Y*, B, Y) a) y 

= (ay)* ay - (ay)* Qn,( Y*, B, Y)(ay) E Qk(y*&); 

hence (iv) follows. 
When k is even the application of Wittstock’s matricial Hahn-Banach 

Theorem provides domination above only. To dominate the expression 
below requires either a second completely positive linear operator, which 
again eventually leads to an annoying factor 2 in certain estimates, or a 
trick which reduces the even case to the odd one. The following lemma 
contains the details of this and will be required in the subsequent proof. 

2.7. LEMMA. Let ~2 and g be F-algebras. Let k = 2m be even, let @ be 
a symmetric completely bounded k-linear operator from dk into 93, and let f 
be a state on .d. Iff@: dk + ’ + 98 is defined by 

f~(a,,...,a,,a,+,,a,+,,..., ak+l) 

=f(% + 1) @tal l...l a,, am + Z?-r ak + 1 1, 

then f@ is a symmetric completely bounded k + 1 linear operator with 
Ilf@II,,b = Il@llscb. 

Proof Let A, ,..., A,, , be in M,(d); then the (i, j)th component is 

= / iTu D 

@ ali/,.... 1 a,,,,f(a 
c 

,n+ Lsr) j...) 
, . . . . . 5 

=~,(A,,...,A,Y,A,+~,...,A~+I)~' 

where Y = (f(a,+ ],;, )) E M,(C). Because f is a state on d, f is completely 
bounded with II f IIscb = 1 so that 

IlAm~ll d llA,ll llvll d lIArnIl IlAm+ III. 

From this and the relationship between (f@),, and @, it follows that 
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/If@I/bCh< I/@Ijscb. The reverse inequality may be obtained by letting ; 
approximate the identity operator (or equal it if .d has an identity) by a 
suitable choice of A,,, + , . 

2.8. THEOREM. Let .c9 und 9 he C*-algebras with 93 injeclive, and let k 
be a positive integer with k 3 2. if‘ @ is a completely hounded symmetric 
k-linear operator from %Cgk into 9, then there is a completely positive linear 
operator $,from .x4 into 93 such that 

for all XEM,,(~) and A=A*=(A*,..., A,P,)~M,(d)k- ’ (not occuring 
when k = 2) with llA[l < 1 and jbr all n, and that 

lItill = lIII/llcb = Il@llscb. 

This theorem is proved for k odd by an application of Lemma 2.6 and 
Wittstock’s matricial Hahn-Banach Theorem. However, to prove the result 
for k even we shall require Lemma 2.7. The reason for this is that the 
technique initially provides a bound on one side only, the bound on the 
other side being obtained by reversing the sign of A,, when k is odd and 
m = [(k + 1)/2]; then A,,, occurs only once as a linear variable. 

Proof of Theorem 2.8. Normalise @ so that 11@11 cb = 1. Apply 
Wittstock’s matricial Hahn-Banach Theorem [ 14, Kor. 2.2.41 to the 
matricial sublinear (0,) defined in Lemma 2.6; then there exists a symmetric 
linear operator cp: ,d --+&I such that 

for all n E N and A E M,,(d),. Now let A E A~,(Js?)~ with /[All = 1, let A = 
A + - A _ be the decomposition of A into positive and negative parts, and 
let X= A:/’ and Y=A ‘/2. Then (X, Y, I,,; B)E f(A) for B= B*, llBl[ d 1. 
Hence 

provided k B 3 by choosing B = 0. Replacing A by -A and the symmetry 
of CP show that I/q/I scb G 1 for k > 3. When k = 2 this calculation just yields 
iI(PiIscb < 2, because there is no B term present; however we shall circum- 
vent this difftculty later in the proof. 

Let YE: M,(d), and let A = -Y* Y. If t > 0, then 
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with the same restrictions on B as before; thus 

cp,(- Y*Y)<2t2Zn-@,(Y*,B, Y) 

so that 

@,-JY*, B, Y)dcp,(Y*Y). 

By Wittstock’s decomposition of a symmetric completely bounded operator 
as a difference of completely positive operators for 99 injective [ 14, lo] 
there is a completely positive linear operator $: d + 9# such that $ -q is 
completely positive and 

Thus @,( Y*, B, Y) d $,( Y*Y) for all YE M,(d) and all B = B*, l[Bll d 1. 
If k is odd, then we obtain 

-$n(Y*Y)<@,(Y*, B, Y) 

just by replacing the single linear term B, by -B,. 
If k is even apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain a completely bounded symmetric 

(k+ 1)-linear operator f@ from d’+’ into PJ with I)f@/Iscb= IJyDJlscb. The 
above working is now applied to f@, and the resulting II/ does for @ as well, 
because the matrix (f(bk,2 + ,,ii)) approximates Z, for suitable BklZ + , . This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 

3. A TECHNICAL STINESPRING CONSTRUCTION 

The main theorem of the paper is proved by induction on k, the number 
of variables on which the multilinear operator acts, reducing k by 2 at each 
stage of the proof. The mathematical argument is a combination of the 
following lemma and Theorem 2.8. Lemma 3.1 has hypotheses, which are 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.8, and has a conclusion that are the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.8 with k reduced to k - 2. 

3.1. LEMMA. Let H be a Hilbert space, let d be a P-algebra, and let @ 
be a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from dk into BL(H) 
with k > 2. Let cp: sxt + BL( H) be a completely positive linear operator such 
that 

for all XEM,(~) and all A*=A=(A2,..., Ak--I)~M,(.&)k-2 with 
]lAll < 1. Then there is a Hilbert space K, a *-representation 8 of d on K, a 
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continuous linear operator VE BL(H, K) with I/ V/I = // cpll ’ 2, and a com- 
pletely bounded symmetric (k - 2)-linear operator Y from .dk ’ into BL( K) 
with (1 YII scb < 1 (when k = 2, Y is just a fixed selfac$oint element of BL(K)) 
such that 

@(a, ,..., ak) = V*fI(a,) Y(a, ,..., ak , ) O(a,) V 

for all a, ,..., ak 6 sd. 

In addition if @J is completely positive, so is Y. 

Proof. The proof falls naturally into two distinct parts. First, the 
Stinespring construction is given, which produces the Hilbert space K, the 
*-representation 19, and the operator I’. Though the Stinespring construc- 
tion is well known we sketch it for completeness and to establish notation. 
At the same time as the space K is constructed a sesquilinear form F, is 

k defined on K for a = (a2 ,..., ak ~ ,) E .c9 * in terms of @. This form is shown 
to be continuous, and so to arise from a continuous linear operator on K 
denoted by Y(a). In the second part of the proof this operator Y is shown 
to be a completely bounded symmetric (k - 2)-linear operator from dk ’ 
into BL(K). 

We begin as in Stinespring [ 121 (see also Arveson [ 11) by defining a 
positive semidelinite inner product ( ., . ) on the algebraic tensor product 
.J&’ @ H of d and H. The sesquilinear forms ( ., ) and F. are defined on 
.ti@H by 

and 

F&O<, yOi?)= (@(Y*, a2,..., ak- ,r xl 5, VI 

for all x, y E ~4, 4,~ E H, and a E dk I. Here (., . ) denotes the inner 
product in the Hilbert space H. 

If u = C; xj@ tied 0 H, let c = (tl ,..., 5n)T, let XE M,(d) have first 
row x, ,..., x, and all other rows zeros, and let Aj = a,@Z be the n x n 
diagonal matrix in M,(d) with aj down the diagonal. From the definitions 
of (Pi, @,,, (., ), and F. it follows that 

and (1) 

Fa(u, u) = (@,,(x*, A2,..., Ak-, , x) 5, <)a, 

where (., . ), denotes the inner product in H” = H @ .. . OH. One of the 
reasons for the particular choice of definitions was so that these equalities 
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would hold. The complete positivity of cp ensures immediately that ( ., . ) is 
positive semidelinite, and the hypothesis on (Pi and @, implies that 

IFa(K u)l d <u, u> IId ... II%-Ill (2) 

provided a = (a2 ,..., akp ,) = (a,F-, ,..., a;) = a* because ilAjll = Ilajll for 
2 d j d k - 1. The remainder of this part of the proof is a routine Hilbert 
space argument going back to the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction, 
and to the standard representation of continuous sesquilinear forms on a 
Hilbert space. 

Using the polarization identity for sesquilinear forms yields 

IF,(u, u)l <a i IF,(u+i’u, u+i’o)l 
r=O 

<a Ila,ll ... )lUk-,/I i (u+i’u, u+i’u) 

r=O 

= llazll ... IIaL Ill((k u> + (0, u>); 

minimizing F,( tu, t ~ ‘u) over t > 0 implies that 

for all u, u E d @ H, and all a = (a2 ,..., ak _ , ) = a *. Holding the variables 
(a3~-~~ ak ~ 2) = (a?- 2r-? a:), u, v fixed and applying the polarization iden- 
tity to the variables a2, akp, yields as above that 

for (a3 ,..., akp2)= (a,im2 ,..., a:). Continuing this process repeatedly we 
obtain 

If-,(% u)l d2” lla,ll ..’ Ila,~~IIl<~, u>“2(4 u)“2 

for all a = (a2 ,..., ak ,) E dk - ’ and u, u E H. Now let 

(3) 

A’-= {udQIH: (u,u)=O}, 

and let K be the Hilbert space completion of d 0 H/J. We shall denote 
the inner product in K by ( ., . ) and identify elements x @ t of & @ H 
with their images x 0 5 + Af in K, in an effort to simplify the notation. Let 
8 be the *-representation of & on K defined by B(a)(x @ 5) = ax @ 5. If d 
has an identity, the linear operator V: H--f K is defined by P’t = 10 r. If .d 
has no identity, then the set ZZ!: of positive elements in .r9 of norm less 

580/72/l-12 



in BL(K) such that 

for all U, u E K and 

Fat4 0) = ( Y(a )u,u> 

II Yu(a)ll Q 2” IId . ‘. ll”k-,II 

for all a E dk ~ *. The multilinearity of the operator @ ensures that the map 
a -+ Fa is multilinear, and the uniqueness of Y(a) then implies that Y is 
(k-2)-linear. Further Y is bounded with 11 YII 62” by (3). Now 

( Y(& , )...) d)x@<, YOtl) 

=Fa.(xOl, YOV) 

= (KY*, G- I,..., 4, x) 5, rl) 

= (t-9 @lx*, u2,-., uk- I, y) ?) 

= (x@t, yt%,-., &-I) y@?) 

so that 
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than 1 forms a bounded approximate identity for .d. If x E .01’ and 5, q E H, 
then 

lim{(aOi’,xOUl):aE,G4:) 

=lim{(cp(x*a)<,~):uE.&:~ 

= (cp(x*) 4, v). 

In particular it is possible to define V in BL(H, K) by 

vt=w* -lim{a@&aE&;}. 

In both the unital and nonunital cases it follows that 

q?(u)= v*e(a) v and a@~+./1/“=8(a) V( 

for all aed and [EH, and that IIVI~*=(lcpll. 
Except for the introduction and properties of Fa the above is the stan- 

dard Stinespring construction. Now inequality (3) implies that Fa lifts to K, 
and that for each a E &km2 there is a unique 

Y(a) = y(a,,..., uk ~ I) 

Y(a, ,..., uk- I)* = y(& ,,..., a;); 

hence Y= Y* is symmetric. 
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To complete the proof we have to show that Y is completely bounded 
with 11 YJI scb < 1. This requires the following elementary intuitively 
reasonable equality whose proof depends on the definitions of @,, F,, and 
V, and Y, and the close link between the definition of @, and matrix mul- 
tiplication. For A = (au) E M,(d), let O,(A) = (O(a,)) and let V, = V@Z, 
be the n-fold amplification of V. Then the equality 

@,(A 1 ,.*-, A)= KY,(A,) y”(A*,...,Ak-*)en(Ak) v, (4) 

holds for all A , ,..., A, E M,(d). 
Computing part of the expression on the right acting on < = 

ll , ,..., 5,) E H” yields 

Y,(Aw., A,- ,) ~,(A,) v,,t 

= YJA,,..., Ak-l) CeCuk/j) vtj 
i > 

so that 

< CY,(A,) Y/,(A,,..., A,-,) @,(A,) vn5, rl) 

from the definition of Y in terms of F, and Fa in terms of @ and ( *, . ). 
Finally the definition of @, ensures the last series is equal to 

(@,(A,,..., 4) t, v> 

as required. 
To show that 11 YyIISc,, < 1 it is sufficient to show that 

II Y,l(A 2r..., A,.-,)I1 d 1 

for (A2 ,..., A,_,)= (AZ- ,,..., A:) in MJJ%‘)~-~ with llAjll < 1, when 
2 < j< k - 1. The equality of the norm and the numerical radius for a 
selfadjoint element of BL(K) implies that it is sufftcient to show that the 
numerical radius of YJA, ,,.,, A, _ , ) is less than or equal to 1. The set of 
elements in ZC’ of the form 
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with m E N, xii E d and [, E H is dense in the unit ball of K”. Thus to show 
that the numerical radius of Y,,(A*,..., Ak) is less than or equal to I, we 
have to show that 

l(~n(A2,...r A!+) rl, rl)l d 1 

for all q in K” of the above form. Fix such an q; in general m will be much 
greater than n, and we may assume this by taking some of the t, to be zero 
if necessary. Let 5 = (<r ,..., t,) be in H”, which has inner product ( ., . ),, 
and let X be in M,(A) with the first n (<m) rows equal to x0 (1 < id n, 
1 6 j < m) and the last m - n rows zero. From the definitions (1) of ( ., . ) 
and cp;it follows that 

((Pm(x*x) t,Om= 

( 

1 x,04j, 1 xijO 5, 

I / > ,, 

where ( ., . ), is the inner product in R’. From the Stinespring construc- 
tion we have 

(em(x) Vm5L= ((&X,j)) Vm4), 
= 1 m,) e, 

for l<i<n,andOforn+l<i<m. 
The hypotheses of the theorem that link @,, and (P,,, and equation (4) 

imply that for (A, ,..., A,-,)=(A,*- ,,..., A:) in A4,(&)k-2 with /Al/l < 1, 
when 26 j<k- 1, 

I ( ~,,(A 2 ,..., A,- 1) ~1, rl)nl 

= ~n(A,,...,A, , 
=I(~‘,(A,,...,A,~,)e,(X) v,n5,emz(W ~,i>,l 

= I(@,(X*, AZ,..., A,-,, Xl 5, 5L,l 

G ((P,(J-*x) 5, 0, 

= (VT rl)n. 
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Here the n x n matrices Aj are sometimes regarded as being in M,(d) by 
placing them in the top left hand corner and filling out the matrix with 
zeros; the standard embedding of M,(d) in M,(d). This shows 
/I y’II scb G 1. 

When k = 2, ‘P is just a fixed selfadjoint element of BL(K). 
If @ is completely positive then the complete positivity of Y follows 

directly from the definition of completely positive and equality (4). This 
completes the proof. 

3.2. Remark. Let 9? be the commutant of a(&, -c4,..., JX!) in BL(H) in 
the situation of Lemma 3.1. The symmetry of @ ensures that % is a von 
Neumann subalgebra of BL(H). Then in addition to the other conclusions 
of Lemma 3.1 there is a faithful normal representation p of V on K such 
that p(x) I/= Vx for all XE%? and p(G??)s ‘P(&‘,...,&‘)‘. Further the 
representation 8, the map V, the representation p of V, and the completely 
bounded (k -2)-linear operator Y are unique upto unitary equivalence in 
a similar way to that which holds in Stinespring’s Theorem (see [ 12, 
Theorem 3.61). The techniques are standard. 

4. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS 

The detailed representation of a completely bounded symmetric k-linear 
operator Q, from dk into BL(H) turns out to be slightly different in the k 
odd and k even cases. This is because of the special linear role the central 
variable has in the k-odd case, as compared with the quadratic type role of 
the other variables. 

4.1. THEOREM. Let JZ? be a P-algebra, let H be a Hilbert space, and let 
@ be a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from dk into 
BL(H). Let m = [(k + 1)/2]. 

(i) k odd. There are *-representations 0 ,,..., tI,,_ ,, 1(/,, I+!I~ on 
Hilbert spaces H, ,..., H,- , , K, , K,, linear operators V, E BL( H,, H, + , ) for 
06 j<m-2 where H,= H with 

II Voll . II VIII . ... . II vm-,I/ = Ilwci; 

and W,eBL(H,+,, K,) and W,EBL(H,,-,, K,) with I/WTW,+ 
W: W,II = 1 such that 

@(a, ,..., ak)= Vo*el(al) vfe2(a2)“‘em- ,tam- I) 

x { W+V,(a,) WI - Wz*tiAa,) W21 

x0 (a,+, I?- I ).” Vlel(ak) vO 
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.for all a, ,..., ak E&. If in addition @ is completely positive, then the W, 
expression is zero. 

(ii) k even. There are *-representations 0, ,..., H,, qf ,d on Hilhert 
spaces H, ,..., H,, continuous linear operators Vim BL(H,, H,, ,) for 0 < j< 
m - 2, where H, = H, and W = W* E BL( H, ,) with /I WI1 = 1 and 
IIVOII. IIV,II x.,.x llV,,~211 = il@ll~~~ such that 

~,(a,,...,ak)=V,*8,(a,f V:...V~~,$,,~,(a,~,) WO,(a,) V,.., 

x ... x V,O,(a,) V0 

for all a, ,..., ak E d. 

If in addition @ is completely positive, then W 3 0. 

Proqf: The proof is by induction on k with step length 2. 

(i) k odd. The case k = 1 is just the Wittstock decomposition 
theorem for a completely bounded symmetric linear operator from a C*- 
algebra into an injective C*-algebra (see [14, Satz 4.5; 10, Corollary 2.6; 7, 
Theorem 2.11) followed by an application of Stinespring’s Theorem [ 12, 1 ] 
to represent each of the two completely positive operators involved in the 
decomposition of @. Note that though Wittstock’s results are stated for 
completely bounded symmetric operators cp with the completely bounded 
norm II(PII~~~ the results hold with the symmetric completely bounded norm 
IIqII scb because all calculations are done with elements of M,,(A&‘)~. 

Let @ be a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from d“ 
into BL(H) (k > 3). By Theorem 2.8 there is a completely positive linear 
operator Ic/: ,d + BL(H) such that 

-II/nw*m IlAzll ... IlAk-*II 

< @n(X*, A, ,..., A,- 1, X) 

G$,(X*X) IlAzll ... II&,II 

for all X, A, ,..., A,_ , E M,(d) with (A2 ,..., A,- ,) = (AZ- I ,..., A:), and that 
IllcIll G Il@llscb. Lemma 3.1 now implies that there is a Hilbert space H,, a 
*-representation 8, of G? on H,, a continuous linear operator 
V,, E BL(H, H,), and a completely bounded symmetric (k - 2)-linear 
operator Y from dkP2 into BL(H,) such that 

for all a,,..., akE&, I] V,ll’< I)@llscbr and IjYllscb < 1. Equality (4) of 
Lemma 3.1, which is just the same matrix calculation as Lemma 5.1, shows 
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that ll@llscbG II!JVscb. IIVol12 so that II~d12= Il@llscb and lIYllscb== 1. The 
inductive assumption completes the proof of (i). 

(ii) k even. If @ is a completely bounded symmetric 2-linear 
operator from d2 into BL(H), then Theorem 2.8 provides a completely 
positive linear operator from &’ into BL(H) dominating CD and from this 
domination Lemma 3.1 produces a suitable representation of CD. Thus 
@(a, b)= V*@(a) We(b) V, where W= W* EBL(K) and VEBL(H, K) with 
/j W/j d 1 and 11 V/l2 < (/@p/J,,b. The equalities of the norms and the induction 
proceed as in (i). 

The following result shows that the completely bounded and symmetric 
completely bounded norms coincide for completely bounded symmetric 
k-linear operators; this corresponds to the result that the norm of a her- 
mitian operator on a Hilbert space is its numerical radius, which was used 
in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 

4.2. COROLLARY. Let d be a F-algebra, and let H be a Hilbert space. 
If @ is a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from dk into 
BL(H), then @ is symmetrically representable and 

Il@llcb= ll@llsctJ= Il@Jllrep= Il@llsrep; 

further I/ @ II srep is attained. 

Proof: The inequalities 

are all elementary and have been discussed in the Introduction. 
Theorem 4.1 shows that the symmetric representation norm is attained and 
that II@IIsrepG I/@Ilscb. 

The following result is motivated by Haagerup’s discussion [7] of 
Wittstock’s decomposition theorem [ 14, Satz 4.51. 

4.3. COROLLARY. Let ~2 and &t be C*-algebras with &7 injective, and let 
@ be a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator from dk into B. 
Then there are completely bounded, completely positive k-linear operators 
@+ and @- from dk into 99 such that 

@=@,-a- and Il@llcb = II@+ + @- IIcb* 

Proof: Represent @ on a Hilbert space H so that there is a completely 
positive projection E from BL(H) onto W. Regard ~0 as being a completely 
bounded k-linear operator from dk into BL(H), and represent @ as in 
Theorem 4.1. When k is odd take @ + to be E acting on that part of the 
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representation of @ given by placing the W, term to zero; let @ = Cp + - 0 
be E acting on the negative of that part of the representation obtained by 
placing W, to be zero. Then a straightforward calculation yields the result 
II@IICr,> /I@+ +~I~ll,, using Il@lIscb= Il@/lsrep and the observation on 
WFll/,(a) W, + W,*+,(a) W, that the norm and completely bounded norm 
coincide for a completely positive linear operator. When k is even the 
operator W= W* in the representation of Theorem 4.1 is split into its 
positive W, and negative Wmm parts, W= W, - Wm. Using W, and Wm 
in place of W in the representation of @ leads via E to the representations 
of @+ and @- with @=@+ -@ Further I/@(lCr,3 /I@+ +@Jcb follows 
as before. On the other hand - (@ + + @_ ) GCP @ 6,, (@ + + @- ) so 
iI@llcb= Il@llscb6 II@+ +@-IlscbG /I@llcb. 

5. REPRESENTABILITY OF COMPLETELY BOUNDED OPERATORS 

This section begins with the elementary lemma showing that if @: &” + 
BL(H) is representable, then so is Qn: M,(zZ)~ + M,(BL(H)). This lemma 
leads to the complete boundedness of representable operators. 

5.1. LEMMA. Let d be a C*-algebra, let H, H ,,..., H, be Hilbert spaces, 
let 8, ,..., 8, be *-representations of .r;9 on H, ,..., H,, and let Vj~ 

BL(Hj+ k > H,) for j = 0 ,..., k, where H, = H, + , = H. If 

for all a ,,..., a,c&, then 

@ntA I >...) Ak) = V0,,8,,n(A I) v,,n ’ . vk -- l,nek.ntAk) Vk.n 

for all A 1 ,..., A, E M,(d) und all n E N, where V,,, = V, 0 I, is the diagonal 
operator with V, down the diagonal, and 

e/,n(aq) = (e,(q)). 

Proof: The matrix multiplication nature of the definition of @, implies 
that the (i,j)th component is 

@,,(A I ,...y A, jI/ 

= c voel(alir) vl ..’ vk- ~~k(~kfj) vk 
T,...,, 

as required. 
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The main result is 

5.2. THEOREM. Let d be a C*-algebra, and let H be a Hilbert space. A 
k-linear operator @from xIk into BL( H) is representable tf and only zf it is 
completely bounded; when @ is completely bounded, 11 @I/ cb = 11 @I( rep, and the 
representable norm is attained. 

A fairly standard 2 x 2 matrix symmetrization trick combined with the 
results of Section 4 provides the proof of Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.4. In 
the proof of Theorem 5.2 we could use the decomposition @ = @, + i@, 
with @, and O2 symmetric except then equality of the norms would not 
follow. 

5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.2. If @ is a representable k-linear operator 
from dk into BL(H), then so is @,, by Lemma 5.1, and IIQnll < IIGn(lrep = 
II@11 rcp because II vj.nll = II vjll f or all j, n. Hence @ is completely bounded 
with II@IlcbG /I@llrep. 

If @ is completely bounded, let S@ be the k-linear operator from dk into 
M,(BL( H)) z BL( HO H) defined by 

S@= O @* ( ) @ 0’ 
Note that S@ is k-linear symmetric and that (S@), = S(@,) for all n E N. 
Because the norm of the symmetrization operator S from the space of con- 
tinuous k-linear maps from dk into BL(H) into the space of continuous 
symmetric k-linear maps from dk into BL(H@ H) is 1, SQ, is completely 
bounded and IIS@Il., = Il@l(cb. By Corollary 4.2 the completely bounded 
symmetric k-linear operator S@ is symmetrically representable attaining 
IIS@II., = IIWIre, = IIS@IIsrep. Restricting attention to the lower left corner 
of the 2 x 2 matrix defining SD gives the result (see the proof of 
Corollary 5.4 for further details). 

The following result is a corollary of representability and a 2 x 2 matrix 
trick as above. However, it seems desirable to deduce it directly from 
Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.1. The result is intuitively reasonable as regards 
symmetry once the representability and the 2 x 2 matrix trick are known. It 
brings out yet again the vital importance of the outer two variables in a 
completely bounded k-linear operator. 

5.4. COROLLARY. Let S? be a F-algebra, let H be a Hilbert space, and 
let k 2 3 be a positive integer. If @ is a completely bounded k-linear operator 
from dk into BL(H), then there is a * -representation 8 of zl on a Hilbert 
space K, a completely bounded symmetric (k -2)-linear operator F from 
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.d”- ’ into BL(K), and continuous linear operators V: K 4 H and W: H + K 
such that 

@(a, ,..., ak)= vo(a,) y(a2,-, akmml) @(a,) w 

for all a, ,..,, ak E s@ and that 

ll@llcb = II VII 

Proof: Using the symmetrization 

II WII . II ~llc,. 

S@= O @* ( 1 CD 0 
of the operator @ gives a completely bounded symmetric k-linear operator 
S@ from dk into BL(H@ H) with IIS@II,,, = Il@llcb; we apply Theorem 2.8 
and Lemma 3.1 as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. By Theorem 2.8 there is a 
completely positive linear operator 40 from S# into BL(H@ H) dominating 
S@ as in 2.8. Then Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a *-representation 6 of 
.d on a Hilbert space K, a completely bounded symmetric (k-2)-linear 
operator Y from .01 k 2 into BL(K), and a continuous linear operator 
V: H + K such that 

S@(a, )..., ak) = v*d(a,) Y/(a2 )...) ak I) 6(ak) v  

for all a,,..., a,Ed, and that IIS@IIscb= /IV/I2 IIYl/,,b. Let P be the 
orthogonal projection from H @ H onto H 0 0. Letting V = (I- P) U* and 
W= UI H@ 0 proves the result. 

The following corollary of Theorem 5.2 is a consequence of being able to 
lift *-representations to the enveloping von Neumann algebra of a C*- 
algebra, so ensuring that representable k-linear operators lift without 
change of norm. 

5.5. COROLLARY. Let & be a C*-algebra with enveloping von Neumann 
algebra s4**. I f  @ is a completely bounded k-linear operator from dk into 
BL(H), then there is a completely bounded k-linear operator Y from (szz’**)~ 
into BL(H) such that YI, = @ and II YIIcb = Il@llcb. 

The study in this paper was partly motivated by Grothendieck’s 
inequality and its relationship to the representation of continuous bilinear 
forms on a C*-algebra [9, Theorem 5.21 and on a commutative C*-algebra 
[2, 6,9], and an attempt to obtain corresponding results for suitable 
bilinear operators. It seems worth noting yet one more equivalent version 
of Grothendieck’s inequality. 
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5.6. COROLLARY. Let d be a commutative F-algebra. Each continuous 
bilinear form @ on d is completely bounded as a bilinear operator from 6’ 
into C and 

where KG is Grothendieck’s constant; further KG is the least such constant. 

Proof: The “folklore” representation theorem for continuous bilinear 
forms on commutative C*-algebras, gives for @ a *-representation 8 of J@’ 
on a Hilbert space H, vectors c, v E H, and a continuous linear operator 
TE BL(H) such that 

@lx, Y) = (e(x) WY) 5, YI) 

for all x, y~d and IITJJ . IiQl . ll~ll d K,I(@lI, see [9, Remark 4.5(c)]. 
Further KG is the least such constant. Regarding C as BL(C), this shows 
that @ is representable with 

/I@11 6 II@llcb= II@ll,,,~Kc ll@ll. 

The condition that a multilinear form is completely bounded from &’ 
into C leads to a representation (Theorem 5.2) that is related to Grothen- 
dieck’s inequality. There is a vague relationship between this result and the 
multilinear versions of Grothendieck-like inequalities (see [2] and [S] for 
these results). 

If @ is a continuous bilinear form on a C*-algebra d, then Qi may be 
written as a sum of four continuous bilinear forms, 

where the four forms QLL, QLR, Qro, QRR are of restricted type by [9, 
Remark 5.3(b)]. These forms may each be characterized by being com- 
pletely bounded for the algebra d or the algebra zz” with reversed 
product; for example, the class RL corresponds to the completely bounded 
bilinear forms on d. Note that a bilinear form @ on a C*-algebra ~2 is 
completely bounded if and only if it satislies one of the equivalent con- 
ditions of [4, Theorem 2.11, and that then Il@llcb = ll@ll,, in the notation of 
c41. 

A continuous k-linear operator @ from a von Neumann algebra &! into 
a von Neumann algebra &‘” is called normal if @ is separately o-weakly 
continuous in each variable (see 18, Proposition 2.3; 13, Definition 2.151). 
If JX is a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space K, let K” be the coun- 
table infinite direct sum of K and let n be the amplification of the natural 
representation of .&Y from K to K”. The following result corresponds to [8, 
Proposition 2.3; 4, Corollary 2.31. 
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5.7. COROLLARY. Let .A? he a von Neumann algebra und let @ he a nor- 

mal completely bounded k-linear operator from ~2’ into BL(H). Then there 
are continuous linear operators W,: H + K”, W,: K’ -+ K’ ( 1 < j < k - I), 
and W,: K” --) H such that 

@(a, ,..., ak)= WONa,) W,... W,~.,$a,) W, 

for all a, ,..., ak E A?, and that 

II Wall .” II WkII = I/@llcb. 
Proof Let 8, ,..., 0, be *-representations of &Z on H, ,..., H,, and let V, 

(0 < j f k) be continuous linear operators representing @ with 

II Voll ” II VA = ll@llcb. 

By standard theory (see [ 13, p. 1271) each representation 0, may be 
decomposed into a normal part rrj and a singular part $j with 0, = xi@ r,Qj. 
Let Kj=rrj(l) H,, and let Uj=PjVj/ilKj+,, where Pi is the orthogonal pro- 
jection from Hj onto K,. The proof proceeds by induction on j replacing 8, 
by rrj one by one eventually obtaining the representation 

@(a, ,..., ak)= UOxl(al) uf “’ UkLlnk(ak) Uk 

for all a, ,..., ak E A. The first replacement of 8, by rc, will be done here; the 
rest are similar. Let f  be a a-weakly continuous linear functional on BL( H). 
The linear functional g on A! defined by g(x) = f@(x, a2,..., ak) is a-weakly 
continuous. The uniqueness of the decomposition of a continuous linear 
functional into its normal and singular parts [ 13, Proposition 111.2.14, 
p. 127, Eq. (lo)] ensures that the singular part 

of g is zero. Thus 

@(aI ,..., ak)= Uo~l(a~) Ulo2(a2)“‘ek(ak) vk 

for all a, ,..., ak. Replacing 0, by nj one by one leads to 

where a slight change of domain and range of the U, has been ignored. 
Each of the representations rrj is a subrepresentation of 7t. Now W, _, is 
taken as the projection from K” onto the domain space of rcj followed by 
U,. This completes the proof. 

Corollary 5.7 may be used to give a multilinear generalization of an 
unpublished result of Uffe Haagerup [Stinespring type decompositions of 
completely bounded maps]; for a discussion of this result of Haagerup’s 
and related results see [4]. Haagerup proves that if R is a von Neumann 
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algebra on a Hilbert space H and if @: BL(H) + BL(H) is a normal com- 
pletely bounded R’ module mapping, then there are xk, y, E R such that 

@lb) = c xdyk for all b E BL(H). 

5.8. DEFINITION. A k-linear mapping @ from BL(H) into BL(H) is 
called an JV module mapping, where JV c BL(H), if 

a@(b, > b,..., b/c) = @tab,, b,..., bk), 

@(b, ,..., bja, b,, 1 ,..., bk) = @(b, %-, bj, abj+ I).-, bk), 

and 

@(b, ,..., bkpl, b,)a=@(b, ,.,,, b,p,, b,a) 

for all b, ,..., bk E BL(H), all a E N, and j = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1. 

5.9. COROLLARY. Let R be a von Neumann algebra and let @ be a com- 
pletely bounded R-module normal k-linear operator on BL(K). Let z be the 
amplification of the natural representation of BL(K) to the representation of 
BL(K) on K”=K@d2. Then there are continuous linear operators 
VO, V, ,..., Vk with V,: K” + K, Vi: K” -+ K” (1 6jbk- l), and 
Vk: K + K” such that 

@(a, ,..., a,)= V()n(a,) VI... V,-,n(a,) v, 

for al/ a, ,..., uk E BL( K), I 

II@IIEb = II Voll ’ ... . II V/J? 
and all the entries in Vi are in R’, where Vi is regarded as an operator matrix 
with respect to the natural direct sum decomposition of K”. 

Proof: By Corollary 5.7 there exist continuous linear operators 
W,: K” + K, 

W,: K” + K” (1 bjdk- l), 

and W,: K + K” such that 

@(a I,..., a,)= W,71(a,) w, ... w,-,n(a,) w, 

for all a, ,..., ak E BL(K) and that 

Il@llcb = II Wall . ... . II Wkll. 
We shall show that each W, can be replaced by a Vi in z(R)’ starting with 
V, and Vk. For a, ,..., uk in BL(K), let e(al ,..., ak) denote the range projec- 
tion of $a,) W, ... W,-, rr(uJ W,. Because @ is an R-module operator, 
we have 

rW,e(a, ,..., +) = W&r) da, ,..., 4) 
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for all YE R. If e is the least projection in BL(K* ) majorizing all the 
eta, ,...1 uk) for a,,..., uk in BL(K), then this equation shows that rW,e = 
Won(r) e for all r E R. By construction eK X is a rc( BL( K)) invariant closed 
linear subspace of K” and so e is in x(R)‘. Hence rW,,e = W,en(r) for all 
rER, and 

@(a ,,..., a,)= W,en(u,) W,...n(u,) W, 

for all a, ,..., uk in BL(K). Defining V,, = Woe carries out the replacement 
for the index j = 0. 

A similar argument applies to Wk. If f is the least projection majorizing 
the support projections for all operators of the form VOrc(u,) W, ... 
W kP ,~(a~), then Z-f is the projection onto the intersection of 
Ker P’,rc(u,) W, ... Wk.. ,rc(uk) for all a, ,..., uk E BL(K), f is in n(R)‘, and 
n(r)fwk = f,(r) W, =fwkr because d> is an R-module map. Now defining 
Vk =flk replaces the last operator W, by an operator Vk intertwining 
with R and satisfying 

@(a, ,..‘> a,)= VlJ7c(u,) w,... w,. ,7T(Uk) v,. 

Now suppose 1 d j d k - 1 and that V,,,..., Vjp, have been found in n(R) 

such that 

@(a, ,..., a,)= VcJn(u,)... v,-1 7L(Uj) w, ‘. wk - 1 n(U/,J vk 

for all a, ,..., uk in BL(K). Then the projection e is defined to be the least 
projection majorizing the range projections of all operators 

n("j+l) wj+l"' wk-ln(u!f) vk 

and the projection f  is the least projection majorizing the support projec- 
tions of all the operators Von(u,) ... V, _ , ~(a~). As above e and f  belong to 
n(R)‘, and 

n(r)eW,f=ex(r) W,f =eW,n(r) f  =eW,fir(r) 

for all r E R, where the middle inequality holds because 

VoZ(U,) VI.‘. V,m,TC(Uj-,){7C(r) Wj- Wjn(r)} 

Xn(uj+l) w,+l ‘.. w,-,7c(Uk) v/&=0 

for a, ,..., uk E BL( K). 
Letting V, = e W,f, we obtain V, E Z(R)’ and 

@(a ,,..., uk)= V()7c(u,) V,..’ Vj7r(Uj,,) Wj,,.‘.71(Uk) v/,, 

so the required inequality follows by induction. Finally note that /I V,ll < 
11 W,ll for 0 <j< k so that 11 V,,(l ... )I V,ll Q Il@llcb, and the reverse inequality 
is the easy part of 5.2 following from Lemma 5.1. 
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5.10. Remark. If the von Neumann algebra R contains an infinite 
dimensional hypertinite factor say N, then @ is automatically completely 
bounded. Let n be in N and let F be a copy of the n x n matrices in N 
which contains Z, then BL(H) N p@ F N BL(H)@ M,. The N-module 
property of @ shows that CD is isomorphic to @ 0 id on (BL(H) 0 IV,)~ and 
we see that II@I/cb= /)@/I. 
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